
CHRISTIAN DISTINCTIVENESS AT FORSBROOK C of E PRIMARY SCHOOL 

Every school is distinctive and different in some way. Church schools should be distinctive in their Collective Worship, 

their RE, their ethos and the ways in which their Christian values are demonstrated, promoted and celebrated in the 

daily life of the school . 

Across the whole school day and across the whole curriculum, we, at Forsbrook,  show our pupils, parents and school 

community how being a Christian makes a difference - not just in worship and RE lessons, but in the way we approach 

everything that goes on in school and beyond.  Our school is a place where 

 Everyone is valued as an individual and as one of God’s children.  

 Christian values are built into the ethos and teaching. 

 Understanding of and sensitivity is shown towards those of other or no faith. 

 Effective links with the local church, diocese and local community are fostered. 

 Visible signs and symbols of our Christian values are displayed proudly. 

  RE is seen as an important part of the curriculum. 

 Collective worship develops a true sense of awe and wonder, following the liturgical year and celebrates, with 

the parish, significant Christian festivals. 

 

On February 26th, Chris Bratt & the 3 Foundation governors  [Ian Coates, Jonathan Roberts & Margaret Lilley] did a 

learning walk around school to see for ourselves how visible and apparent Forsbrook’s Christian distinctiveness is. 

Jayne Hackney accompanied us in her role as RE coordinator.  

The entrance hall set the tone for the visit with the cross, core values, a prayer box for parents to post their own 

prayer requests, images of children engaged happily in school life and an RE big book showing photos, details and 

quotes about Christian activities at Forsbrook for visitors, parents and children to see. The pages showed World faith 

day activities, WOW worship residential, Charity fundraising, the Stained glass window project, visits to Lichfield 

cathedral and the Derby faith trail, prayer labyrinth and church services. 

 The main hall has the Christian values of Love Hope Joy & Peace displayed and everyone is looking forward very 

much to the arrival of the stained glass window in there. A small table provides the focus for Collective worship, 

where the candle is lit. The recent Heart Smart PSHE curriculum , which fosters well -being and mental health and has 

many links with RE, was promoted in the hall.  

Children pray regularly during the school day, and not only during Collective worship. The school prayer is used, as 

well as individual class prayers and Grace. 

In classrooms 

Every KS1&2  classroom has a very inviting, comfortable and welcoming prayer space or reflection area to enable the 

children to explore faith and spirituality in a safe, creative and interactive way. There were Bible quotes, prayer 

books, Bibles, prayers and poems written by the children, opportunities to write a prayer and post it in a prayer box 

all evident.  

 

We also saw many of the Christian core values in the corridors and passageways around school. In particular, 

environmental issues and eco friendly themes were linked with caring for God’s world. Every room has recycling 

boxes. The after school art club had done a lovely display with captions ‘In God we trust’ and ‘ What we believe in’. 



We saw many boards linked with all curriculum areas around school, in classrooms and corridors which had Bible 

verses integrated into the display, which shows that Christian distinctiveness is a natural part of all aspects of school 

life. There was a prayer tree located in the library for use by the children and Bibles and other faith books on the 

shelves. A WWJD [What Would Jesus Do?] display prompted everyone to think.  

 

The staff room also has a reflection area where staff can share cards, letters of thanks and encouragement as well as 

a focus on more adult life issues and well-being. Bible quotes, WWJD poster and the school’s mission statement gave 

the clear message that Christian values are at the heart of the school ethos.  

Early Years & KS1 classrooms have reflection areas for the children. The focus for the younger children is based more 

on the uniqueness of the individual, Gods love for everyone and how ‘we all fit together’ in God’s world. ‘We may all 

be different fish but we all swim together’ were 2 examples of displays. The Y1 children had written prayers at home 

and brought them into school to share.  

Nursery had recently visited St Peters as part of their Noahs Ark topic and this was a display in their room, along with 

buildings of other faiths. 

The KS1 hall is an area of the school where Christian distinctiveness is not as apparent. It is a multi use space- PE, 

music lessons, toddler group and a thoroughfare so we discussed some options to enhance the space and promote 

Christian values. . Possibly a Bible story, based on the Big Frieze in Understanding Christianity and \or Christian core 

values or mission statement.  

The Worship committee 

Each class has 2 members of the Worship committee who meet regularly with the RE/Collective Worship coordinator 

to discuss projects and religious festivals that are celebrated. They evaluate Collective Worship regularly and are 

looking forward to leading this at the end of March, using activities and ideas from the WOW residential which they 

attended. They are the voice of the children with regard to worship time at Forsbrook.  

 

NEXT STEPS 

 It was not possible to talk to any of the children during this learning walk. They were all so focussed, happily 

engaged and absorbed in their learning in every classroom that we did not want to disturb them. However, 

this is something that we would like to do in the future to assess their awareness of how they know that 

Forsbrook is a Christian school. 

 Visit  the KS1 hall at a later date to see the progress made to enhance Christian distinctiveness in there. (Since 

the learning walk took place, The Big Story of the Bible art is now completed by the children and is up in the 

KS1 hall, looking fab!) 

 Ask parents ‘ How do you know that Forsbrook is a distinctly Christian school?’ 

We last did a similar learning walk 2 years ago and the progress made to enhance Christian distinctiveness in all areas 

of school has been amazing. Credit for this must go to all the staff at Forsbrook for their continuing hard work, 

commitment and dedication. Thank you all . 

A special huge thanks to Jayne for her exemplary leadership of RE and enthusiasm.  

Margaret Lilley 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


